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We construct a pseudocompact meta-Lindeliif space which is not compact. This contrasts with 
the results that pseudocompact metacompact spaces are compact (Scott, Forster, Watson) and 
that pseudocompact para-Lindeltif spaces are compact (Burke, Davis). The space is completely 
regular and has a point-countable base 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D18, 54Eb5, 54D30 
meta-Lindelof point-countable base 
pseudocompact N,-compact 
not compact pseudo-Lindeltif 
All spaces appearing in this paper are completely regular. Since 1951, work has 
been done in an attempt to determine which finite chain condition properties 
(pseudocompact, countably compact) are compatible with which covering properties 
(paracompact, metacompact, para-Lindelof, meta-Lindeliif) without implying com- 
pact. Arens and Dugundji [2] showed that countably compact is not compatible 
with metacompact. Aquaro [l] improved this result in the mid-sixties by showing 
that it is not even compatible with meta-Lindeliif. Interest was then turned to the 
question: With which covering properties is pseudocompact compatible?, noting 
that para-compact is not such a property. In 1980, Scott [5], Forster [4] and the 
author [6] showed that pseudocompact is not compatible with meta-compact. Scott 
also showed that, under CH, pseudocompact is compatible with meta-Lindeliif. In 
1981, Burke and Davis [3] answered a question of the author by showing pseudocom- 
pact is not compatible with para-Lindelof. We settle the remaining question of 
whether pseudocompact is compatible with meta-Lindeliif by constructing, in ZFC, 
a pseudocompact meta-Lindelof space which is not compact. This space even has 
a point-countable base. 
This space was essentially constructed in 1979 but the author was unable, at that 
time, to show, among other things, that it was Hausdorff. 
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First, we construct a preliminary space Y: Let F be the set of w-valued functions 
with domain an ordinal less than wl. Whenever f; gE F, define domCfn g) = 
sup{cr:frcz=g](~}.Let#:“Ft, Wt’g. Let G = {g E “F: (3 Limit ordinal cy(g) < w,) 
@b(g) E F): 
(1) dom g(n) = a(g)(Vn E w), 
(2) {dom(b(g) n g(n): n E w} /’ dom b(g), 
(3) dom b(g) < a(g)). 
Note that dom b(g) is a limit ordinal. G lists essentially all instances of 
nonpseudocompactness of F, when F is given the natural tree topology (with basic 
open sets U;(f) defined below). Let U:(f) = {f} u {,f’~ F:f’zf and 
f’(dom(f)) E A} for f~ F and A E [WI<“. Let U,(f) = Uz(f) u {g E G: h(g) E 
(U:(f)-{f})} for ~EF and AE[w](~. For each gEG let g(n)=g(n)^#(g). 
Let t&(g) = {g]u U{ Wi(n)): n>m} for gEG and mEw. Let Y-FUG. F is 
the complete w-ary tree of height o, with a natural tree topology. The points of 
G are added to get pseudo-compactness. This aspect of the construction is in the 
transition of the counterexample q [7]. 
Lemma 1. { U,(f):f~ F, A E [wlCW} u {U,(g): g E G, m E w} is a basefor a topology 
on Y. 
The proof of this is nontrivial and appears below. 
Y is not a Hausdorff space but has, as a completely regular subspace, the required 
space X which we will now define by: 
Letting {g,: (Y E c} list G, defining {G,: (Y s c} inductively by: 
(1) G,+, = G, u {gu} if { U,(g,,( n)): n E w} is a discrete family in F u G, ; G,+l = 
G, otherwise. 
(2) G, u {G,: p < cz} (cr limit), and letting X = F u G,. 
Theorem. X is a completely regular, pseudocompact space with a point-countable base 
which fails to be compact. 
We need a combinatorial lemma about treees. In this lemma, a branch is a 
downward closed linearly ordered subset of the tree. 
Lemma 2. Any infinite family 9 of branches in a tree contains either 
(1) an infinite subfamily {bi: i E w} such that there is an ordinal a such that (Vi < i’) 
height( bi n bi.) = a, or 
(2) an infinite subfamily {b,: i E w} such that there is an increasing sequence of 
ordinals {ai: i E w} such that (Vi < i’) height( bi n bi,) = a,. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume (1) is not satisfied. We define, by induction, an infinite 
subfamily {b,: i E w} of 9 and an increasing sequence of ordinals { czi: i E w} satisfying 
(2). We need to simultaneously define a family of nodes {ai: i E w}. We assume that 
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the tree consists of functions with ordinal domains ordered by extension. Let cr,, be 
the minimal domain of a pairwise intersection in 9 which contains I._, {a,: i < n}. 
Let a, be such that: 
(a) height( a,) = N, + 1; 
(b) a, extends a, for each i < n, i.e., i < n implies a, < a, ; and 
(c) there are infinitely many branches in 9 which contain a, (this is possible 
unless (1) is satisfied with (Y = an). Let ui also denote the branch with maximum 
node a,. Let b, be a branch in 9 such that height(b, n a,) = (Y,,. Let i < j; a,, a, and 
b, agree at cy,. Either b,(a,) # a,(~,) = b(cw,) or dom(b,) = (Y,. In each case, 
height( bi n b,) s cq. bj r cr, = a, 1 cri = a, 1 a, = b, 1 ai implies dom(b, n b,) = ai. 0 
Observation. g’E U,(g) ifund onfy ifg’= g or b(g’) E U,,,(g). 
Proof. g’E CJ,,,( g) if and only if g’ = g. or g’E U,,(g( n)) (some n > m). Therefore 
g’E U,(g’(n)) (some n>m) if and only if b(g’)E U,,,(g(n)) (some n>m) (g(n)# 
b(g’) since their domains are different) if and only if b(g’) E U,(g). q 
Proof of Lemma 1. To prove Lemma 1, we show four implications: 
(1) fE u,(g) implies &(f)c u,,(g); 
(2) f)E r/,(f) implies k(f) c u,(f); 
(3) g’E U,,(g) implies U,(g’)c U,(g) (some rn’ew); 
(4) g’E U,(f) implies U,(g’)c U,(f) (some mEw). 
(l)maybeprovedusing(2)asfollows:f~ U,,,(g)impliesfE U,(g’(n))(somen>m) 
implies U,,(f) = U,(g(n)) (some n > m) implies U,(f) = U,(g). (3) may be proved 
using (4) as follows: g’E U,,(g) implies g’= g (in which case we are done by letting 
m’= m) or g’E U,,(g’(n)) (some n > m) (which implies Uk(g’)c L/,,(g(n)) (some 
m’E w) (some n > m) and U,,,(g’) c U,,(g) (some m’E w)). 
Proof of (2): We assume .f’#f: We use that j”‘~ U,,(f) implies f’sf and 
f’(dom(f))$ A. We show the inclusion for elements of F and for elements of G. 
(A)~“E UJf’) impliesf”zf’impliesf” ~.fandf”(dom(f)) $ A impliesf” E U,(f). 
(B) g E U,(f) implies b(g) zf’&: While b(g)(dom(f)) =.f”(dom(f))g A implies 
g E &(.I-). 
Proof of (4): g’E U+,(f) implies b(g’) gfand b(g’)(dom(f))P A. Note that, since 
{dom(b(g’) n g’(n)): n E WI 7 dom(b(g’)) and b(g’) 2~; we may let m be such that 
(Vn > m) dom(b(g’) n g’(n)) > dam(f). This implies that (Vn > m)g’(n) sf: 
(A) f’~ u,,t(g’) implies f’ 2 g’(n) 2.f (some n > m). ,f’(dom(f)) = 
g’(n)(dom(f)) = b(g’)(dom(f)) & A implies .f’ E U,(f). 
(B) g E U,(g’) implies g = g’ (in which case we are done) or b(g) t U,,,(g’) (which 
implies b(g) E U,(f) and b(g) #.f by (A) implies g E U,(f)). 0 
Lemma 3. The base for X is clopen. 
The proof of this is nontrivial and appears below. 
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Corollary. X is completely regular. 
Proof of Corollary. X is Hausdorff since each point is the intersection of its basic 
clopen neighborhoods. 0 
Lemma 4. X is pseudocompact. 
Proof of Lemma 4. If there is a discrete family of open sets {U,,: n E w}, let {fn: n E 
w} c F and p E w1 be such that Uti(fn) c U,, and dom(f,) = p (n E w). By Lemma 
2, we assume {fn: n E w} satisfies either condition (1) or condition (2). If condition 
(l), and if f is the unique pairwise intersection, any neighborhood off contains 
infinitely many Uti(fn). If condition (2), then assuming, without loss of generality, 
sup{a,: n E w} < /3 and p is a limit ordinal, let g be such that g(n) = fn, let a(g) = p 
and let b(g) = lJ{ Ucfn: n > m}: rn E w}. Note that dom(b(g)) = sup{(~,,: n E w} and 
dom(b(g) n g(n)) = a,. Meanwhile, { U,(g(n)): n E w} has a limit point in X (by 
definition, if g rZ X ; g is a limit point otherwise), and so, since U,( g”( n)) c U,, (n E w ), 
{ Un: n E w} has a limit point in X. q 
Lemma 5. X has a point-countable base, 
Proof of Lemma 5. We claim {U,(f): f~ F} u { U,(g): g E G} is a point-c&&able 
family in Y. 
(1) Let f’ E F. Now f E U,(f) implies f’ zf and there are at most countably many 
such J: Meanwhile f’ E U,(g) implies f’ 2 g(n) (some n > 0). There are at most 
countably many possible g since a(g) < dam(f) and cy(g) = (Y (g’) implies g = g’ 
(since, if a(g)=a(g’)=cx, fzg(n)“#(g) and fzg’(n)^#(g), then #(g)= 
f’(a) = # (g’) implies g = g’). 
(2) Let g’E G. Now g’E U,(f) implies b(g’) 2 f and there are only countably 
many such J: Meanwhile g’ E U,(g) implies g = g’ or b(g’) E U,(g) and, as before, 
there are at most countably many possible g. 0 
Lemma 6. X is not compact. 
ProofofLemma6. ForeachnEW,letf,:w~wbesuchthatf,(i)=O(i~n),f,(i)=l 
(i > n). Each basic open neighborhood of an element of G contains only elements 
of F of domain at least w + w + 1 and so {fn: n E w} does not have a limit point in 
G. A basic open neighbourhood of an element of F of domain at least w contains 
at most one element of F of domain w (itself) and so {fn: n E w} does not have a 
limit point in F of infinite domain. Suppose f is a limit point of {fn: n E w} of 
domain k. Now U,,,(f) does not contain fn for any n s k. q 
Proof of Lemma 3. We must show four implications: 
(1) _/“‘a U,(f) implies U,,(f’) n U,(f) =0 (some A’E[w]<~); 
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(2) g SZ U,(f) ijmplies U,(g) n U,(f) = 0 (some m E w); 
(3) fa U,(g) implies U,(f)n U,,,(g)=0 (some A~[wl(~); 
(4) g’G U,(g) implies U,(g’) n U,(g) =0 (some rn’E w). 
It suffices to show that these (open) intersections are disjoint from F since F is 
dense in X. 
(1) CuseA:f~~,in whichcase, let A’=Cf(dom(f’))}. Iff’E U,(f), thenf’zfs 
f’ but f”(dom(f)) =f(dom(f’)) E A’ implies j”& U,(f’). 
Case B: Otherwise, let A’= 0. If f)~ U,(f) n U&f’), then f’zf and f’zf so 
that fsf’ (since f#f). f’(dom(f)) =f’(dom(f))& A and so f’~ U,(f). 
(2) Case A: b(g)cf, in which case, let m =O. IffE U,(g), thenfzg(n) (some 
n > 0). 1ff E U,(f), then f’ zf: dom( b(g) n g(n)) < dom( b(g)) < dom(g( n)) and 
so b(g), f, f’ and g(n) agree at dom(b(g) n g(n)) which is a contradiction. (These 
functions are defined at dom(b(g) n g(n)) and agree at dom(b(g) n g(n)) because 
b(g) sfc.7, g(n) sf’, dom(b(g) n g(n)) d E omb(g) and dom(b(g)ng(n)E 
dom(g(n)). 
Case B: b(g) S? f, in which case, let nr E w be such that (Vn > m) dom(b(g) n 
g(n))>dom(b(g)nf). Iff’E U,,,(g), thenf’zg(n) (some n>m) and b(g), g(n) 
andf agree at dom(b(g) nf). If b(g) Zf; then b(g) andfdo not agree at dom(b(g) n 
f) which impliesf mf andf’g U,(f). If b(g) gf; then dom(b(g) nf) = dam(f) and 
f(dom)(f)) = b(g)(dom(f)) E A so that f’a U,(f). 
(3) Case A: fs b(g), in which case, let A ={b(g)(dom(f))}u{g(k)(dom(f)): 
dom(b(g)ng(k))Sdom(f)}. Now f’~ U,,,(g) implies f’zg(n) (some n>m) 
implies f’(dom(f)) = g(n)(dom(f)) = b(g)(dom(f)) unless dom(b(g) n g(n)) 4 
dam(f). In either case, f’(dom(f)) E A and f’a U,(f). 
Case B: fg b(g) and fs g(n) (some n> m), in which case, let A= 
{(g(n))(dom(f))}. If fE U,,,(g)n r/,(f), then f’zg(k) (some kz m). Now f’zf 
implies f is compatible with both g(k) and g(n) and so ~SL b(g) implies k = n. 
Meanwhile f’(dom(f)) = g(k)(dom(f)) E A implies f’a U,(f). 
Case C: (an > m)fs g(n), in which case, let A =0. If j’E U,(f) n U,,,(g), then, 
since f’~ U,,,(g), f’?g(n) (some n> m). Now _f’~ U,(f) implies f’zf implies 
fz g(n) implies fE U,(g). 
(4) Case A: b(g’)g b(g), in which case, let m’ be such that (Vn> m’) 
dom(b(g’)ng’(n))>max{dom(b(g’)n b(g)), dom(b(g’)ng(k)): dom(b(g)n 
g(k)) =dom(b(g) n b(g’)) and g(k) ~2 b(g’)}. Now f E U,,,(g) impliesfs g(i) (some 
i> m) and f~ U,(g’) implies fz g’(j) (some j> m’). If dom(g(i) n b(g)) > 
dom(b(g’) n b(g)), then b(g), g(i), .L g’(j) and b(g’) agree at dom(b(g’) n b(g)) 
which is a contradiction. If dom(g( i) n b(g)) < dom( b(g’) n b(g)), then g( i),A g’(j), 
b(g’) and b(g) agree at dom(g( i) n b(g) which is a contradiction. Therefore 
dom(g(i) n b(g)) = dom(b(g’) n b(g)). If g(i) z b(g’), then (Vn > m’) dom(b(g’) n 
g’(n))>dom(b(g’)ng(i)), and, in particular, dom(b(g’) n g’(j))> 
dom(b(g’) n g(i)) so that b(g’), g’(j), f and g(i) agree at dom(b(g’) n g(i)) which 
is a contradiction. If g(i) 2 b(g’), then b(g’), g(i), f and g’(j) agree at dom( b(g’) n 
g’(j)) which is a contradiction. 
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Case B: b(g’) 5 b(g), in which case, let m’ be such that (Vn’> m’) dom(b(g’) n 
g’(n’))> max{dom(b(g)ng(k)): dom(b(g’))>dom(g(k)n b(g))}. Suppose f 2 
g(n) (some n> m) andf 2 g’(n’) (some n’> m’). Ifdom(g(n)n b(g))Zdom(b(g’)), 
then g’( n’),x g(n), b(g) and b(g’) agree at dom(g’( n’) n b(g’)) which is a contradic- 
tion. If dom(g(n) n b(g)) <dom(b(g’)), then g(n), f; g’(n)), b(g’) and b(g) agree 
at dom(g(n) n b(g)) which is a contradiction. 
Case C: b(g’) = b(g). Let N = {n’: (3n > m): CJM(@‘(n’)) n U&(n)) # 0). If N is 
finite, then we let m’= max(N). Suppose f E U,,Jg’) n U,,,(g). Now f E U,($(n’)) 
(some n’> m’) and f E U,(i(n)) (some n > m), while, since n’@ N, this intersection 
is 0. If N is infinite, then, to each n’~ N, assign $(n’) > m such that UJ$( n’)) n 
U,(g($(n))) # 0. Note that I,!J is one-to-one (otherwise, if i,j E N and $(i) = (cl(j), 
then let fE U&‘(i))n Ufi(g($(i))) and _f’~ W?‘(j)) n 4(i($(j))); if a < 
dom(b(g’)), then g’(i), L g(lL(i)), g($(j)), f’ and g’(j) agree at (Y which is a 
contradiction). Let /3, p’ be such that g = g, and g’= g,,. If /3 <p’, then, since 
g’EX, {U,(g’(n)): n E w} is a discrete family in Fu GO+, (which contains g) 
while any neighborhood of g intersects infinitely many elements of this family. 
If /?‘< /3, then, since g E X, { U,(g(n)): n E w} is a discrete family in Fu GP.+, 
(which contains g’) while any neighbour of g’ intersects infinitely many elements 
of this family. q 
Note 1. Let X be pseudo-Lindeliif iff each discrete family of open sets is countable. 
K,-compact and pseudo-Linde16f are countable chain condition properties. The 
question of whether these properties are compatible with covering properties without 
implying LindelGf is somewhat less difficult. Note that there are three results: 
(1) There is a pseudo-Lindelof metacompact space X which is not LindelGf. (Let 
Y be the product of the compact Hausdorff spaces with one non-isolated points of 
cardinalities w and w,, and let X = Y - Y”). 
(2) K,-compact, meta-Lindeliif spaces are LindelGf [2]. 
(3) Pseudo-LindelGf, para-Linde16f spaces are Lindeliif [3]. 
Note 2. The results that pseudocompact para-Lindel6f spaces are compact, and that 
pseudo-Lindeltif para-Linde16f spaces are LindelGf are corollaries of the result of 
Fleissner and Reed that para-Linde16f spaces are strongly collectionwise Hausdorff. 
This property states that any discrete family of points can be expanded to a discrete 
family of open sets. In a space with this property, any bound on the cardinality of 
discrete families of open sets is a bound on the cardinality of discrete families of 
points. Specifically, strongly collectionwise Hausdorff pseudocompact (pseudo- 
LindelGf) spaces are countably compact (K,-compact). The results of Arens and 
Dugundji then imply the results that strongly collectionwise Hausdorff pseudocom- 
pact (pseudo-LindelGf) meta-Lindeliif spaces are compact (Lindeliif) and thus the 
results of Burke and Davis. 
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